Introduction
============

Around 30% of patients with partial seizures are resistant to antiepileptic drugs and may need surgical treatment. Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is the most common type of epilepsy. Hippocampal sclerosis (HS) is the most common cause of TLE in adult patients,[@b1-ndt-10-071],[@b2-ndt-10-071] while malformations of cortical development (MCD) is more commonly seen in pediatric patients.[@b3-ndt-10-071] Epilepsy surgery opens the possibility of complete seizure control and brings the hope of seizure-free outcome. Over decades, epilepsy surgery has improved gradually and approached 60%--90% seizure-free outcome in patients with TLE and 40%--60% in extratemporal lobe epilepsy (ETLE).[@b4-ndt-10-071]

Correct lateralization of the affected hemisphere with precise localization of the epileptic foci is a prerequisite for good surgical outcome, but it remains a challenge, especially for non-lesional epilepsy, bilateral TLE, and ETLE. Neuroimaging such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), and positron-emission tomography (PET) can detect lesions and other structural or functional abnormalities, and is thus important in focus lateralization and localization. Concordance of different imaging modalities in localization of seizure focus increases the confidence of correct hemispheric lateralization in TLE.[@b5-ndt-10-071]--[@b7-ndt-10-071] However, when the clinical, electrophysiological and neuroimaging findings are discordant or the focus lateralization and localization are unclear, intracranial electroencephalogram (icEEG) with deep electrodes is needed to further localize the seizure focus.[@b6-ndt-10-071]--[@b8-ndt-10-071] IcEEG monitoring with surgically implanted electrodes is critical for the assessment of patients with drug-resistant epilepsy (especially in challenging cases) in presurgical evaluation. It has good sensitivity and spatial specificity, but limited spatial sampling, and requires additional surgical procedure, which increases patient discomfort, immobility, risks for complications, and medical costs.[@b9-ndt-10-071] Neuroimaging is useful in planning icEEG implantation, and concordant neuroimaging findings may minimize the need for invasive icEEG.[@b10-ndt-10-071]

Nevertheless, patients with drug-resistant bilateral TLE (ie, seizures originating from both temporal lobes) are still often excluded from surgical treatment.[@b11-ndt-10-071],[@b12-ndt-10-071] This is because surgery is only performed in one hemisphere to avoid severe functional deficits (due to bilateral resection), and it is often difficult to identify the side of seizure origin (ie, the epileptic focus in one hemisphere that initiates most seizures and causes the most severe seizure).[@b13-ndt-10-071] In addition, poor focus lateralization and/or localization often lead to unfavorable seizure outcome in bilateral TLE.[@b14-ndt-10-071] Furthermore, apart from bilateral TLE, focus lateralization and localization in non-lesional TLE is also difficult due to the absence of imaging guidance for resection. Therefore, how to improve focus lateralization and localization in TLE (especially in challenging cases such as non-lesional or bilateral TLE) remains a challenge.

This study investigated presurgical focus lateralization in 24 TLE patients with neuroimaging (MRI and proton MRS \[^1^H-MRS\]), video-EEG, and/or icEEG. The patients were classified as MRI positive or negative, unilateral or bilateral TLE cases. Ictal video-EEG and/or icEEG findings were used as the "gold standard" for focus lateralization comparison, surgical outcomes were compared between different subgroups of patients, and the relationship between presurgical findings and seizure outcome was explored.

Methods
=======

Subjects
--------

A total of 24 consecutive patients with drug-resistant epilepsy who were admitted to the Department of Functional Neurology and Neurosurgery, Beijing Haidian Hospital during 2010 (July)--2012 (April) were included in this study. All patients were diagnosed as having TLE and underwent presurgical evaluation, and of these, 23 underwent surgery. Surgical outcomes were evaluated with Engel classification[@b15-ndt-10-071] during patients' postoperative visits, and the patients' follow-up lasted for 1.5--3.0 years. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the Capital Medical University.

EEG recordings
--------------

The simultaneous registration of continuous video-EEG monitoring was performed using the Nicolet system (Natus Medical Incorporated, San Carlos, CA, USA). Simultaneous documentation of behavior via a split-screen technique was used over a period of 4--264 hours (0.17--11.00 days) for all patients, and over 200 hours (8.3 days) for most patients. Technical details were: number of EEG/polygraphic channels, 32; sampling rate, 256 Hz. EEG electrodes were placed according to the international 10/20 system of EEG. EEG analysis was performed using continuous 24-hour video-EEG monitoring for most patients. EEG analysis was performed without knowledge of imaging results. Interictal epileptiform discharges and ictal EEG findings were counted, and unilateral or bitemporal activity was reported by EEG specialists. Based on the frequency of unilateral or bitemporal EEG activity (together with icEEG findings if available), unilateral or bitemporal TLE was determined with the following rules. Briefly, if ictal EEG activity was bitemporal, then the patient was considered as having bitemporal TLE; if ictal EEG activity was unilateral, but interictal or ictal icEEG activity was bilateral, then the patient was still considered as having bilateral TLE; otherwise, unilateral TLE.

Structural MRI
--------------

MRI acquisition was performed using a 1.5T clinical whole body MRI scanner (Siemens Essenza, Erlangen, Germany) at Beijing 466 Hospital, with a standard head coil. T1-weighted MRI images were acquired using FLASH 2D sequence (19 axial slices, repetition time \[TR\] =201 ms, echo time \[TE\] =4.76 ms, flip angle =70°, matrix =256×256, field of view \[FOV\] =194×230, slice thickness =5 mm, and scan time =91 seconds). T2-weighted MRI images were acquired using Spin Echo sequence (19 axial slices, TR =4500 ms, TE =107 ms, flip angle =70°, matrix =256×256, FOV =201×230, slice thickness =5 mm, and scan time =87 seconds).

MRI images were analyzed by neuroradiologists at Beijing 466 Hospital. The criteria for a diagnosis of HS included the presence of unilateral atrophy and high T2 signal intensity in the hippocampus.[@b5-ndt-10-071] A patient with lesional MRI findings was considered MRI-positive; a patient with non-lesional MRI findings, MRI-negative.

Single voxel ^1^H-MRS
---------------------

Single voxel ^1^H-MRS was carried out by the same 1.5T Siemens Magnetom Essenza MR scanner with a standard head coil. Transversal and coronal T2-weighted images in three orthogonal planes were used as localizer. The voxel comprised the major part of the hippocampus and covered the visible lesion of the hippocampus (if it existed). The voxel size was 3.375 cm^3^ (1.5 cm ×1.5 cm ×1.5 cm). Water suppression was achieved by using chemical shift selective (CHESS) pulses before the "point resolved spectroscopy" (PRESS) localization: TR=4500 ms; TE=107 ms; averages=192; vector size=1024; scan time=16 minutes 30 seconds.

The ^1^H-MRS data was analyzed with the software provided by Siemens on the Siemens MRI scanner. Resonance intensities were computed by integrating the peak areas of three metabolites: N-acetyl aspartate (NAA), creatine (Cr), and choline (Cho). Ratios of NAA/(Cho + Cr) and NAA/Cr were calculated for each patient.

To measure the degree of asymmetry, the asymmetry index (AI) was computed for ^1^H-MRS as follows:
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where (right -- left) means the difference between the voxels in the right and left hippocampus. An AI threshold of 12% was applied to identify significant NAA reduction and Cho or Cr increase ipsilateral to the seizure focus.[@b16-ndt-10-071] Hemispheric lateralization was based on significant asymmetry of NAA reduction in any of the three NAA measures, ie, AI of {\[NAA\], \[NAA/Cr\], or \[NAA/(Cho + Cr)\]} ≥12%.

IcEEG
-----

When the findings of noninvasive tests were disconcordant and non-localizing (without clear seizure focus/onset/origin), presurgical icEEG was performed. In total, icEEG monitoring was performed for 12 patients presurgery to lateralize and localize the seizure focus. According to each patient's condition, up to four subdural 2×8 contact strips were placed in the bilateral temporal and/or frontal (or parietal) regions.

In addition, intraoperative icEEG monitoring was performed at the beginning of and throughout epilepsy surgery for every patient (who underwent surgery) to further localize and confirm the epileptogenic zone. If intraoperative icEEG monitoring confirmed the epileptogenic zone identified by other modalities (presurgical MRI, MRS, EEG, or icEEG) or detected new seizure focus nearby, then the resection region was determined by the intraoperative icEEG findings, and resection was performed accordingly to remove the seizure focus as completely as possible.

Histopathological examination
-----------------------------

Specimens obtained from epilepsy surgery were sent to the Department of Pathology, Beijing Haidian Hospital for histopathological examination after the surgery. The histopathological findings were used to compare with the neuroimaging results and to understand the histopathological alterations and the causes of abnormalities that MRI, ^1^H-MRS, and EEG indicated (or failed to indicate).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Presurgical findings of different modalities were compared with the seizure focus (detected by icEEG) or the surgical site, and scores of correct lateralization were assigned to each patient for each modality. Spearman correlation between the presurgical findings (eg, the lateralization scores of EEG, MRI, MRS including AIs of MRS metabolites, and icEEG), and the surgical outcome was computed by SPSS 21.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA).

Results
=======

Of the 24 patients, 16 had seizure focus in the temporal lobe alone, the other eight patients had seizure foci in the temporal lobe as well as extratemporal regions ([Table 1](#t1-ndt-10-071){ref-type="table"}). Based on EEG and/or icEEG findings, 12 patients were classified as unilateral and 12 as bilateral TLE cases. Of the patients with unilateral TLE, seven were MRI-positive with reported temporal lobe abnormality (eg, HS), and five were MRI-negative. Of the patients with bilateral TLE, four were MRI-positive and eight were MRI-negative. IcEEG was performed in 12 patients, including two unilateral MRI-negative, three bilateral MRI-positive, and seven bilateral MRI-negative TLE patients. A total of 23 patients underwent surgery, and one patient (patient 14) did not (due to possible improvement by further antiepileptic drug treatment).

[Figure 1](#f1-ndt-10-071){ref-type="fig"} shows the ^1^H-MR spectrum and MRI of individual patients. MRI and ^1^H-MRS both indicated concordant lateralization to EEG findings in 100% (7/7) of patients with unilateral MRI-positive TLE, and they indicated concordant lateralization to icEEG findings in 75% (3/4) of patients with bilateral MRI-positive TLE. In addition, ^1^H-MRS indicated concordant lateralization to EEG and/or icEEG findings in 60% (3/5) ∼75% (3/4) of patients with unilateral MRI-negative TLE, and concordant lateralization to icEEG findings in 50% (4/8) of patients with bilateral MRI-negative TLE. The 60%--75% concordance between ^1^H-MRS and EEG/icEEG in unilateral MRI-negative TLE was due to one patient (case 16) who was also diagnosed with ETLE (EEG and icEEG found abnormal epileptiform discharges in both the left frontal and temporal regions, with more abnormal electrical discharges in the left frontal region). If case 16 was counted as unilateral MRI-negative TLE, the ^1^H-MRS and EEG/icEEG concordance was 60%; otherwise, 75%.

In addition, patients with unilateral TLE achieved good outcome: 90.9% (11/12) were seizure-free (Engel class I) (among them, 85.7% \[6/7\] with MRI-positive and 100% \[5/5\] with MRI-negative were seizure-free), and the rest of the patients had Engel class II outcome. However, in patients with bilateral TLE, 41.7% (5/12) became seizure-free (including one \[25%\] MRI-positive and four \[50%\] MRI-negative patients); and all (4/4, 100%) MRI-positive and six (6/8, 75%) MRI-negative patients had Engel class I or II outcome. Although 25% (2/8) of patients with MRI-negative bilateral TLE attained unfavorable outcomes (Engel class III or IV), 50% (4/8) of them did become seizure-free ([Figure 2](#f2-ndt-10-071){ref-type="fig"}).

Correlation results are summarized in [Table 2](#t2-ndt-10-071){ref-type="table"}. For all patients who underwent surgery (n=23), EEG lateralization score was significantly (*P*\<0.05) correlated with the seizure outcome, and for those who underwent presurgical icEEG (n=12), icEEG lateralization score was significantly correlated with the outcome. For patients with positive MRI (n=11), only MRI lateralization score was significantly correlated with the seizure outcome, while for those with negative-MRI (n=12), EEG lateralization finding (potentially together with icEEG finding, *P*\<0.1) was significantly (*P*\<0.05) correlated with the outcome.

Further, compared with non-seizure-free patients, the seizure-free patients had a lower percentage of contralateral NAA reduction (40% \[6/15\] versus 62.5% \[5/8\], the difference was not significant), and the individual asymmetry levels of individual ^1^H-MRS measures were not correlated with seizure outcome. In addition, the ipsilateral NAA/(Cho + Cr) values in non-seizure-free or seizure-free patients were not significantly lower than those of contralateral values, and the ipsilateral NAA/(Cho + Cr) values of non-seizure-free patients were not lower than those of seizure-free patients.

Discussion
==========

Focus lateralization in TLE is still challenging especially in non-lesional and bilateral TLE. This study showed that: 1) ^1^H-MRS had high concordant lateralization to video-EEG and/or icEEG findings in MRI-positive unilateral TLE (100%), moderate concordance in MRI-positive bilateral TLE (75%) and MRI-negative unilateral TLE (60%--75%), and low concordance in MRI-negative bilateral TLE (50%); 2) a higher percentage of patients with unilateral TLE than that of those with bilateral TLE (90.9% versus 41.7%) became seizure-free, the worst outcome was seen in patients with MRI-negative bilateral TLE; and 3) EEG and icEEG lateralization findings (together with MRI findings in MRI-positive patients) were associated with seizure outcome, and there was a lower percentage of contralateral NAA reduction in the seizure-free patients than in those with non-seizure-free outcome.

Focus lateralization with a multimodal approach in challenging TLE cases
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Up to 30% of patients with TLE have normal MRI findings.[@b13-ndt-10-071] The results of this study suggest that the ^1^H-MRS has a much lower accuracy of focus lateralization in MRI-negative TLE than in MRI-positive TLE (60%--75% versus 100%). In MRI-negative unilateral TLE, the moderate concordance (60%--75%) of ^1^H-MRS to EEG findings (or 25%--40% disconcordance) requires more evidence from neuroimaging or icEEG for hemispheric lateralization. In this study, ictal icEEG findings largely confirmed the ictal EEG findings in MRI-negative unilateral TLE. In addition, other neuroimaging modalities such as PET may be considered to aid focus lateralization in MRI-negative TLE.

Compared with unilateral TLE, focus lateralization in bilateral TLE remains a bigger challenge. Cendes et al reported that ^1^H-MRS correctly lateralized 86% in 100 consecutive (mixed) TLE cases, but 54% with bilaterally abnormal TLE.[@b17-ndt-10-071] In patients with negative-MRI, this study indicated that ^1^H-MRS was still helpful for focus lateralization in unilateral TLE (60%--75%), but not in bilateral TLE (50%), which is consistent with the findings of two other studies.[@b5-ndt-10-071],[@b18-ndt-10-071] Because of the difficulty in identifying the side of seizure origin[@b13-ndt-10-071] and the often unfavorable outcome,[@b12-ndt-10-071] patients with bilateral TLE are often excluded from surgical treatment.[@b11-ndt-10-071],[@b14-ndt-10-071] Presurgical icEEG is critical for focus lateralization and localization in bilateral TLE. In this study, icEEG monitoring was performed in most (83.3%) patients with bilateral TLE: among them, 75% (3/4) were MRI-positive and 87.5% (7/8) were MRI-negative. Overall, 100% (4/4) of patients with MRI-positive bilateral TLE attained good outcomes (Engel class I or II), while patients with MRI-negative bilateral TLE attained varied outcomes: 75% (6/8) had good outcomes, and 25% (2/8) had bad outcomes (Engel class III or IV).

Since false localization rate by MRI, MRS, or EEG alone may be high, a multimodal imaging approach including MRI, MRS, EEG, and PET/single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is useful to increase the diagnostic yield in challenging TLE cases such as non-lesional or bilateral TLE.[@b5-ndt-10-071]--[@b7-ndt-10-071] Concordant neuroimaging findings could not only guide the placement of icEEG electrodes, but also help avoid the need for invasive icEEG monitoring. For example, due to limited spatial sampling of icEEG, false negative icEEG findings have been reported,[@b6-ndt-10-071] and concordant neuroimaging and EEG findings might guide the surgery and minimize the need for presurgical icEEG in such cases.

Focus lateralization and localization in ETLE is another challenge. Eight (8/24, 33.3%) patients in this study had unilateral seizure foci in both the temporal and extratemporal regions. Three of those (3/8, 37.5%) were MRI-positive and could be correctly lateralized by ^1^H-MRS. In the rest of those with negative-MRI, only one (1/5, 20%) was correctly lateralized by ^1^H-MRS. Such accuracy was much lower than that in patients with seizure focus in the temporal region alone. Seizure foci in both the temporal and extratemporal regions might cause widespread neuron loss and a more diffuse distribution of ^1^H-MRS abnormality. Mueller et al studied the extrahippocampal ^1^H-MRS abnormalities in TLE,[@b20-ndt-10-071],[@b21-ndt-10-071] and found that 1) extrahippocampal NAA/(Cr + Cho) reductions had a bilateral frontotemporal distribution in TLE with mesial temporal sclerosis (MTS) and a more diffuse distribution in TLE without MTS; and 2) the inter-individual variability and non-focal and inhomogeneous features of extrahippocampal NAA/(Cr + Cho) reductions reduced their value in seizure focus lateralization.[@b21-ndt-10-071]

To lateralize and localize seizure focus in challenging TLE, long-term extensive video-EEG monitoring and icEEG are helpful. Video-EEG could increase the diagnostic yield of focus lateralization and localization,[@b22-ndt-10-071] and is successful in focus localization in 60%--90% of cases.[@b23-ndt-10-071],[@b24-ndt-10-071] Intensive 24-hour high-resolution video-EEG monitoring has even been proposed as the "gold standard" for focus localization,[@b23-ndt-10-071],[@b24-ndt-10-071] and such "gold standard" has been used in a number of studies.[@b5-ndt-10-071],[@b18-ndt-10-071] Cendes further suggested that when the interictal EEG and hippocampal atrophy coincide, ictal EEG recording might not be mandatory in TLE focus lateralization and localization.[@b17-ndt-10-071] However, the results of this study indicated that video-EEG is good for focus localization, but it might not be sufficient as the "gold standard," and icEEG is still needed in difficult cases such as nonlesional or bilateral TLE.

Taken together, a multimodal approach using neuroimaging, EEG and/or icEEG is needed in presurgical assessment, and it provides surgical options for patients with challenging TLE cases.

The sensitivity and predictive value of ^1^H-MRS
------------------------------------------------

^1^H-MRS has been increasingly used as a noninvasive "biopsy" tool for detection of metabolite hippocampal abnormalities in TLE presurgical evaluation. NAA reduction indicates neuronal loss or dysfunction; Cr increase indicates increased astrocytes and glial cells; and Cho increase may reflect cell membrane damage, myelin breakdown, and gliosis.[@b13-ndt-10-071]

The AI threshold (12%) used in this study to identify metabolite abnormalities and lateralize the affected hemisphere was the same as that in Knowlton et al,[@b16-ndt-10-071] where 61% (^1^H-MRS sensitivity for focus lateralization in MRI-negative unilateral TLE) was obtained, which is comparable to the sensitivity (60%--75%) (in MRI-negative unilateral TLE) obtained in this study and other studies (eg, 55%--65% by Connelly et al).[@b25-ndt-10-071] If relaxing the lateralization criteria by, eg, lowering the AI threshold, or adding Cr or Cho increase (ipsilateral to the seizure focus) to the lateralization criteria to capture metabolite abnormalities, ^1^H-MRS might be more sensitive in hemispheric lateralization, but we agree with Knowlton et al that a conservative ^1^H-MRS lateralization criteria is needed, even at the expense of sensitivity.[@b16-ndt-10-071]

Since ^1^H-MRS has been widely used for seizure focus lateralization,[@b5-ndt-10-071],[@b11-ndt-10-071],[@b17-ndt-10-071],[@b25-ndt-10-071],[@b26-ndt-10-071] MCD abnormality detection,[@b27-ndt-10-071] and brain tumor grading,[@b19-ndt-10-071],[@b28-ndt-10-071],[@b29-ndt-10-071] it is natural to expect that ^1^H-MRS is sensitive enough to detect HS and even differentiate between HS, MCD, and tumor. However, the results of this study did not support this. Chernov et al also reported that ^1^H-MRS had limited usefulness for differentiation of HS and low-grade brain tumor.[@b11-ndt-10-071] Nevertheless, Vermathen et al demonstrated that hippocampal NAA was able to discriminate neocortical TLE (including MCD) from mesial TLE (including HS).[@b30-ndt-10-071] Hammen et al demonstrated that multi-voxel ^1^H-MRS was able to distinguish between mesial TLE and lateral neocortical TLE.[@b31-ndt-10-071],[@b32-ndt-10-071] In addition, NAA reduction before surgery was found to correlate with the degree of HS, reflecting neuronal loss.[@b33-ndt-10-071],[@b34-ndt-10-071]

The higher percentage of contralateral metabolite abnormalities in non-seizure-free patients (although insignificant) than in seizure-free patients found in this study suggested that ^1^H-MRS has a predictive value for seizure outcome. This was supported by a number of studies, with the finding that patients with unilateral metabolite alterations ipsilateral to the seizure focus had better seizure outcome than those with contralateral or bilateral metabolite alterations,[@b11-ndt-10-071],[@b35-ndt-10-071] suggesting that ^1^H-MRS could predict surgical outcome.[@b11-ndt-10-071],[@b13-ndt-10-071],[@b24-ndt-10-071],[@b35-ndt-10-071],[@b36-ndt-10-071] In addition, this study showed that the MRS findings were not correlated with the outcome, and the ipsilateral NAA/(Cho + Cr) values were not significantly lower than those of contralateral values in either non-seizure-free patients or seizure-free patients, suggesting that the predictive power of ^1^H-MRS was weak. This was different from the findings of Suhy et al,[@b35-ndt-10-071] and such difference might be due to the different patient samples, different ^1^H-MRS acquisition equipment and parameters, and different surgeries performed for the patients between the two studies. Further, the results of this study indicated that the predictive value of ^1^H-MRS was largely reduced in bilateral TLE. This is because one hemisphere in bilateral TLE often initiates most seizures, and the hemisphere with the greatest metabolite alterations may not always be the side of seizure origin.[@b13-ndt-10-071]

Predictive value of other presurgical findings for surgical outcome
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The significant correlation between EEG, icEEG, or MRI lateralization findings, and seizure outcome indicate the predictive value of MRI and EEG/icEEG. However, mild lesions such as mild HS and focal cortical dysplasia are difficult to identify on regular MRI. They may be missed by MRI, mis-regarded as non-lesional, and even excluded from presurgical evaluation. Thus, there are controversies on the utility of neuroimaging in predicting surgical outcome.[@b37-ndt-10-071] In this study, the fact that 8 out of 13 MRI-negative patients had HS partially reflected such limitation of MRI.

Nevertheless, the predictive value of neuroimaging for epilepsy surgical outcome has been reported by a number of studies. For example, Lerner et al,[@b38-ndt-10-071] Cossu et al,[@b39-ndt-10-071] Widdess-Walsh et al,[@b40-ndt-10-071] and Jeha et al[@b41-ndt-10-071] have shown that the complete resection of the abnormality detected by preoperative MRI is the most important predictor for favorable postoperative outcome. Functional neuroimaging modalities such as magnetoencephalography (MEG)/magnetic source imaging (MSI), PET, and ictal SPECT also have clinical value in predicting seizure-free outcome.[@b6-ndt-10-071] In addition, systematic reviews and meta-analyses have found that abnormal MRI (lesion such as HS on MRI), EEG abnormalities (well localized EEG), EEG/MRI concordance, and the presence of HS (or MTS) are positive predictors of seizure outcome, while normal MRI, non-localized EEG, and use of icEEG are negative outcome predictors.[@b37-ndt-10-071],[@b42-ndt-10-071]--[@b46-ndt-10-071] These findings support the predictive value of MRI, EEG, and icEEG.

Limitations of single modality such as MRI may lead to limited predictive value for seizure outcome. Therefore, a multimodal approach including multiple neuroimaging modalities such as EEG/ESI (EEG source imaging), MRI, MRS, PET, SPECT, and MEG/MSI is needed not only for focus lateralization and localization in presurgical assessment, but also for improvement of outcome prediction. Further study on this patient data is needed to identify predictors of seizure outcome and gain better understanding of the relationship between presurgical findings and surgical outcome.

Limitations
-----------

There are several limitations in this study. First, PET and SPECT were performed for only 2 (8.3%) patients in presurgical evaluation ([Table 1](#t1-ndt-10-071){ref-type="table"}). This was because the local hospital (ie, Beijing Haidian Hospital) does not have a PET or SPECT scanner, and patients who need a PET or SPECT scan have to go to other hospitals (as the MRI and MRS acquisition), which is often time consuming. In such cases, the surgeons tended to use presurgical icEEG to detect the seizure focus instead, which increases the usage of icEEG in presurgical evaluation. Noninvasive neuroimaging such as PET and SPECT could be used more in the future to reduce the need for invasive icEEG and its associated risks and costs. Second, the diagnostic accuracy of MRI was not high in this study: eight out of eleven patients (72.7%) with positive MRI had HS, one (0.9%) had a tumor, and two (18.2%) had MCD (which were confirmed by histopathological examination), while in MRI-negative TLE, 8 out of 13 patients (61.5%) had HS. In other words, 38.5% of the patients with HS were not identified by MRI. The HS that eluded MRI visual inspection might be mild, while the relatively low resolution of the clinical MRI scanner used (19 slices, slick thickness =5 mm) and the experiences of the neuroradiologists who examined the MRI might also contribute to the relatively low specificity of MRI in HS identification. A high-resolution MRI scanner and quantitative MRI may be used to better reveal mild HS on MRI in the future. Third, the evaluation of surgical outcome using Engel classification in this study might be subjective and imprecise in several patients who had non-seizure-free outcomes, which might slightly influence the results associated with such outcomes in this study. This may be improved by more detailed patient follow-up over a longer period of time, which could provide more information for postsurgical assessment and make it more objective and accurate in future studies. Finally, the patients in this study were heterogeneous, and the sample sizes in the four subgroups were relatively small (n=4--8). This could be improved by recruiting more patients in each subgroup in the future.

Conclusion
==========

In summary, this study investigated focus lateralization in TLE and found that ^1^H-MRS had relatively high sensitivity in MRI-positive unilateral TLE, moderate sensitivity in MRI-positive bilateral TLE and MRI-negative unilateral TLE, and relatively low sensitivity in MRI-negative bilateral TLE. In addition, 90.9% of patients with unilateral TLE and 41.7% of patients with bilateral TLE (50% MRI-negative bilateral TLE) attained seizure-free outcome. The MRS findings were not correlated with seizure outcome, while non-seizure-free patients had an insignificantly higher percentage of contralateral NAA reduction compared with seizure-free patients, indicating that ^1^H-MRS has a relatively low predictive value for surgical outcome. Further, EEG and icEEG findings were correlated with seizure outcome, and for patients with positive MRI, MRI findings were also correlated with seizure outcome, indicating the predictive value of EEG, icEEG, and MRI. Taken together, a multimodality approach including neuroimaging, EEG, and/or icEEG in surgical planning could lateralize and localize seizure focus successfully in most TLE cases, and provide surgical options for patients with non-lesional or bilateral TLE.
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![^1^H-MR spectrum and MRI of individual patients. (**A**) ^1^H-MR spectrum and MRI of patient 13 (31-year-old female; seizure history, 20 years; right \[NAA/Cho + Cr\] =0.48, left \[NAA/Cho + Cr\] =0.42; seizure focus in the left temporal region; left HS; surgical outcome, Engel class I). (**B**) ^1^H-MR spectrum and MRI of patient 7 (38 year old male; seizure history, 28 years; right \[NAA/(Cho + Cr)\] =0.26, left \[NAA/(Cho + Cr)\] =0.35; seizure focus in the right temporal region; right HS; surgical outcome, Engel class II). (**C**) ^1^H-MR spectrum and MRI of patient 20 (24-year-old female; seizure history, 22 years; right \[NAA/Cho + Cr\] =0.56, left \[NAA/Cho + Cr\] =0.48; seizure focus in the bilateral temporal regions; right HS; surgical outcome, Engel class II).\
**Abbreviations:** R, right; L, left; ^1^H-MR, proton magnetic resonance; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NAA, N-acetyl aspartate; Cho, choline; Cr, creatine; HS, hippocampal sclerosis; ppm, parts per million.](ndt-10-071Fig1){#f1-ndt-10-071}

![Surgical outcome of unilateral or bilateral MRI-positive or negative TLE (n=23).\
**Abbreviations:** UnilT_MRI+, unilateral TLE with positive MRI (n=7); UnilT_MRI−, unilateral TLE with negative-MRI (n=4); BilT_MRI+, bilateral TLE with positive MRI (n=4); BilT_MRI−, bilateral TLE with negative-MRI (n=8); MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; TLE, temporal-lobe epilepsy.](ndt-10-071Fig2){#f2-ndt-10-071}

###### 

Patient characteristics and subgrouping

  Pt no                         Sex/age/duration (years)   MRI    MRS (ipsilat/contra)   Other imaging           EEG (IED/ictal)                       icEEG (IED/ictal)                    Seizure focus (resection)    Histopathological findings   Outcome (Engel)
  ----------------------------- -------------------------- ------ ---------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------- ---------------------------- -----------------
  MRI-positive unilateral TLE                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
   1                            M/22/10                    R HS   NAA↓Cr↑                                        R temp/R temp                                                              R temp and front             R HS + MCD                   I
   2                            M/22/16                    L HS   NAA↓                                           L temp/L temp                                                              L temp                       L HS + MCD                   I
   3                            F/28/15                    R HS   NAA↓Cr↑                                        R temp and front/R temp                                                    R temp and front             R HS + MCD                   I
   4                            M/13/10                    L TA   NAA↓Cr↑                                        B temp and L front/L temp                                                  L temp                       L tumor                      I
   5                            M/54/26                    L HA   NAA↓Cr↑                                        L temp/L temp                                                              L temp                       L MCD                        I
   6                            F/40/13                    L HA   NAA↓/Cho↑                                      B temp and R front/L temp and front                                        L temp                       L HS + MCD                   I
   7                            M/38/28                    R HA   NAA↓Cr↑                                        B temp/R temp                                                              R temp                       R HS + MCD                   II
  MRI-positive bilateral TLE                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
   8                            M/14/9                     B HS   /NAA↓                                          B temp/B temp (L origin)                                                   L temp                       L HS + MCD                   II
   9                            M/19/15                    L HA   NAA↓Cho↑/NAA↓                                  L temp/B temp                         L temp/B temp (L)                    L temp                       L HS + MCD                   I
   10                           M/23/9                     L HA   NAA↓Cr↑/NAA↓                                   B temp and front/B front              B temp and front/L temp and front    L temp and front             L HS + MCD                   II
   11                           M/28/28                    B TA   NAA↓                                           B temp and front/B temp (L origin)    B temp/B temp (L)                    B temp (L temp)              L MCD                        II
  MRI-negative unilateral TLE                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
   12                           M/9/7                      0      Cho↑/NAA↓                                      B temp/L temp and front                                                    L temp and front             L HS + MCD                   I
   13                           F/31/20                    0      NAA↓                                           B temp and front/L temp and front     B temp/L temp                        L temp                       L HS + MCD                   I
   14                           M/19/6                     0      NAA↓Cr↑                                        L temp/L temp                                                              L temp (Na)                  Na                           Na
   15                           F/18/2                     0      NAA↓Cr↑                                        B temp and R parietal/L temp                                               L temp                       L HS + MCD                   I
   16                           M/28/5                     0      Cho↑/NAA↓                                      B temp and front/L temp               L front/L front and temp             L front and temp (L front)   L MCD                        I
  MRI-negative bilateral TLE                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
   17                           M/33/22                    0      Cho↑/NAA↓                                      B temp/B temp                         B temp/R temp                        B temp (R temp)              R HS + MCD                   III
   18                           F/42/10                    0      Cho↑/NAA↓                                      L temp/B temp                                                              L temp and front             L HS                         I
   19                           M/29/3                     0      NAA↓Cr↑                                        R temp and front/R temp               B temp/B temp (L)                    B temp (L temp)              L MCD                        I
   20                           F/24/22                    0      /NAA↓                  PET: B temp↓ (R↓)       B temp and front/B temp and front     B temp/R temp                        R temp                       R HS + MCD                   II
   21                           M/30/22                    0      NAA↓Cho↑/NAA↓                                  B temp and L front/B temp             B temp/B temp                        B temp (L temp)              L MCD                        I
   22                           F/28/15                    0      NAA↓/NAA↓              SPECT (ictal): L temp   B temp and R front/L temp             B temp/R temp                        R temp and front             R HS + MCD                   IV
   23                           M/13/8                     0      NAA↓Cho↑                                       B temp and front/B temp               B temp/L temp                        L temp                       L HS + MCD                   II
   24                           F/32/25                    0      Cho↑/NAA↓                                      B temp and front/B temp (R)           B temp (R)/B temp and parietal (R)   R temp and parietal          R calcification              I

**Notes:** The metabolites with AI ≥0.12 are reported. NAA ↓ represents the AI of (NAA/\[Cho + Cr\]) or (NAA/Cr) or (NAA) ≥0.12.

**Abbreviations:** Pt, patient; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MRS, magnetic resonance spectroscopy; ipsilat, ipsilateral; contra, contralateral; EEG, electroencephalogram; PET, positron emission tomography; SPECT, single-photon emission computed tomography; IED, interictal epileptiform discharge; ictal, ictal activity; Engel, Engel classification; icEEG, intracranial EEG; TLE, temporal-lobe epilepsy; M, male; F, female; L, left; R, right; B, bilateral; HS, hippocampal sclerosis; TA, temporal abnormality; HA, hippocampal abnormality; 0, negative-MRI; NAA, N-acetyl aspartate; Cho, choline; Cr, creatine; temp, temporal lobe; front, frontal lobe; parietal, parietal lobe; MCD, malformation of cortical development; Na, not available due to non-surgery performed (for one patient); AI, asymmetry index.

###### 

Spearman correlation between presurgical (and pathological) findings and surgical outcome

                                                        Surgical outcome (Engel classification: I--IV)                                                                              
  ----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------
  Age                                                   −0.05                                                         −0.30                                                         −0.11
  Sex                                                   −0.11                                                         −0.36                                                         0.03
  Duration of seizure                                   0.23                                                          0.00                                                          0.31
  EEG_lat                                               −0.47 (*P*=0.025)[a](#tfn4-ndt-10-071){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.18                                                         −0.67 (*P*=0.018)[a](#tfn4-ndt-10-071){ref-type="table-fn"}
  MRI_lat                                               −0.28                                                         −0.62 (*P*=0.040)[a](#tfn4-ndt-10-071){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.21
  MRS_lat                                               −0.20                                                         −0.42                                                         −0.14
  icEEG_lat (n=12)                                      0.44 (*P*=0.036)[a](#tfn4-ndt-10-071){ref-type="table-fn"}    0.39                                                          0.56 (*P*=0.056)[b](#tfn5-ndt-10-071){ref-type="table-fn"}
  HS or not[c](#tfn6-ndt-10-071){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.30                                                          0.04                                                          0.49

**Notes:** Due to the fuzziness and difficulty of combining the MRS data (NAA, Cr, Cho, etc), two sets of combination rules were applied. The value of correct MRS lateralization is the highest correlation coefficients (either positive or negative) of the two MRS_lat determined by the two MRS combination rules.

Correlation coefficients were at two-tailed significance (*P*\<0.05)

correlation coefficients were at one-tailed significance (*P*\<0.10)

whether the patient has HS in the surgical site, which is determined by pathological findings.

**Abbreviations:** MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; EEG, electroencephalogram; EEG_lat, correct lateralization of EEG compared with the surgical site; MRI_lat, correct lateralization of MRI; MRS, magnetic resonance spectroscopy; MRS\_ lat, correct lateralization of MRS; icEEG, intracranial EEG; icEEG_lat, correct lateralization of icEEG; HS, hippocampus sclerosis; NAA, N-acetyl aspartate; Cho, choline; Cr, creatine.
